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ABSTRACT

Learning activities without using the media would not be interesting. Ketidakmenariknya due to delivery of content, the value of
the student becomes too great. Because it seemed easy and trivial it disregarded the lessons so that students tend to have lower
grades. This condition is further exacerbated by the teaching methods that still rely on lectures, one-way communication, the
unavailability of the media and the inability to make the media, which led students become quickly bored and do not understand
what is being taught. If this is the case then what will happen is a lesson to be boring, students drowsiness, lack of attention and
material submitted the teacher does not arrive at its destination. To overcome this problem and at the same time to modernize
and renew the teaching and learning activities teachers must be creative and make your own using the tools / media lessons
attractive, can attract the attention of students and make the learning process becomes more vivid.
In conclusion shows that the community service activities is well underway. The activities carried out in the Education Unit se Turi
district of Sleman, which was attended by 31 teachers. Community service activities aims to provide knowledge and improve the
skills of teachers in preparing and developing instructional media. With this training, teachers' understanding of the substance of
learning media is getting better. Teacher's knowledge of the concept of learning media, understanding the importance of
instructional media and the effectiveness and efficiency of a medium of learning. Teachers seemed enthusiastic in training, and a
lot of questions were asked about the development of instructional media. This shows that there is a very real desire of teachers
to understand the learning media both theoretically and in practice.
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